
Dunhuang, Cave of a Thousand Buddhas 
by Caroline Scannell 
 
Along the Great Wall and Silk Road, not far from the ancient Chinese capital of 
Chang’an, lies Dunhuang.  The Mogao Caves of Dunhuang, also known as the 
Thousand Buddha Grottoes or Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, form a system 
of 492 temples 16 miles (25 km) southeast of the center of Dunhuang, an oasis 
located at a religious and cultural crossroads on the Silk Road, in Gansu 
province, China, where the Silk Road divided into the north route and south 
route.  The southern route went south of the Talakmakan Desert.  Both met 
again at Kashgar. 
 

 
United Nations NY, Magao Caves, 
Scott #1060, issued Apr 11, 2013. 

 

 
Silk Road 500BC 

 
Peoples Republic of China,  
Kashgar, the Silk Road.  
issued June 9, 2018  

 
 
 
 

Buddhism traveled 
this road which 
stretches from the 
east with great carved 
grottoes and caves 
from Ajanta in India, 
Bamiyan in Afghan-
istan, to Dunhuang, 
the western terminus 
of the Great Wall.  
 

The Mogao Caves became one of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 1987.  From 1988 to 1995 a further 248 caves 
were discovered to the North of the 487 caves known since the early 1900s. 
 

 

 
July 1, 1952 Mural Paintings  Dunhuang Cave;   
Scott #151, Hunting Scene, Wei Dynasty (386-580AD) 
Scott #152,  Lady Attendants, Sui Dynasty (581-617AD) 
Scott #153, Gandharvas (mythology), Tang Dynasty (618-906) 
Scott #154, Dragon, Tang Dynasty 
 
 

 

 
Sept 1, 1953  Dunhuang Murals 
Scott #190, Groom & Horse, Wei Dynasty (386-580AD) 
Scott #191, Court Players, Wei Dynasty 
Scott #192, Battle Scene, Sui Dynasty (581-617AD) 
Scott #193, Ox Drawn Palanquin, Tang Dynasty (618-906AD) 

Dunhuang is China’s largest ancient grotto group, containing cultural relics under state and UNESCO protection.  They 
were begun around AD366, during the early Qin Dynasty.  Continuing under Bei Ling (421 – 439), Northern Wei (386 – 
534), Western Wei (535 – 556), Northern Zhou (557 – 581), the Sui, Tang, Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (907 – 
960), Song, Western Xia (1038 – 1227) and Yuan.  The grottoes cover an area of 45,000 square meters and there are 
more than 490 grottoes.  The Dunhuang murals are representative of Chinese art in the 4th to 13th centuries and have 
provided research materials for the history of Buddhist art. 
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Today, efforts are continuing to conserve and research the site and its contents.   
 

During late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, Western explorers began to 
show interest in the ancient Silk Road and the lost cities of Central Asia, and those who 
passed through Dunhuang noted the murals, sculptures, and artifacts such as the Stele of 
Sulaiman at Mogao. The biggest discovery, however, came from a Chinese Taoist named 
Wang Yuanlu who appointed himself guardian of some of these temples around the turn 
of the century.  
 

Some of the caves had by then been blocked by sand, and Wang set about clearing away 
the sand and made an attempt at repairing the site. In one such cave, on 25 June 1900, 
Wang discovered a walled up area behind one side of a corridor leading to a main cave.  
Behind the wall was a small cave stuffed with an enormous hoard of manuscripts.  Today 
known as the Library Cave, most of the texts found were of religions important at the 
time; Buddhism, Daoism, Manicheism, Zoroastrianism and Nestorianism. 

 
Daoist Monk Wang 
Yuanlu, discoverer of the 
hidden Library Cave 

 

 
Sandor K Csoma (1784-1842)  
Philologist, Sir Marc Aurel Stein  
(1862-1943) Archaeologist 
Hungary #3916 Nov 3, 2004 

 

Hungarian-born British archaeologist Aurel Stein who was on an archaeological 
expedition in the area in 1907. Stein negotiated with Wang to allow him to 
remove a significant number of manuscripts as well as the finest paintings and 
textiles for a fee.  Stein was followed by a French expedition under Paul Pelliot 
who acquired many thousands of items in 1908. 
 

Wang sold off the documents in the libraryto finance repairs to the caves.  Stein 
obtained 7 cases of manuscripts and 5 of paintings for 130 British Pounds.  
Stein’s assistant Jiang bought another 230 bundles of material so that Stein’s total 
came to more than 11,000 documents in 1907.  In 1908 Paul Pelliot bought 
7,000 documents which he shipped to Paris.  In 1910 the Chinese government 
ordered the remaining 10,000 documents in Chinese to be sent to Beijing.  Some 
of these were stolen along the route.  In 1914 Stein returned to Dunhuang and 
bought 60 more scrolls. 

 

Today, those scrolls sent by Stein to London are available to scholars through the website of the International 
Dunhuang Project based in London. 
 

Stein and Pelliot provoked interest in the West about the Dunhuang Caves; however, there was initially little interest in 
official circles in China.  Concerned that the remaining manuscripts might be lost, Luo Zhenyu and others persuaded 
the Ministry of Education to recover some of the manuscripts to be sent to Beijing in 1910, but many were lost.  In 
1924 American explorer Langdon Warner removed a number of murals as well as a statue from some of the caves.  In 
1939 Kuomintang soldiers stationed at Dunhuang caused some damage to the murals and statues at the site.  In 1994 
the British Library set up the International Dunhuang Project to collect and collate work on the manuscripts. 
 
The caves of the monastery are richly decorated with frescoes, some of which have been illustrated on a series of 
stamps in six different sets, from 1987 to 1996 titled "The Cave Murals of Dunhuang".  The six complete sets with 
souvenir sheets are shown on these pages.  
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May 2, 1987, Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, Dunhuang 
 
Scott #2091 8f Worshipping Bodhisattvas, Northern Liang 
Dynasty 
 
Scott #2092 10f Deer King Jataka, Northern Wei 
Scott #2093 20f Heavenly Musicians, Northern Wei 
Scott #2094 40f Flying Devata, Northern Wei 
Scott #2095 $2 Mahasativa Jataka    s/s 
 

 
 
 

May 25, 1988 Dunhuang Cave Murals 
 
Wall paintings Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, 
Dunhuang 
 
Scott #2149, Hunting Scene, Western Wei 
Scott #2150 Fishing, Western Wei 
Scott #2151, 10f Farming, Northern Zhou 
Dynasty 
Scott #2152, 90f Building a Pagoda, Northern 
Zhou Dynasty 
 
No Souvenir Sheet was issued with this set. 
 

  
 

  
 
 

          
 

July 10, 1990  Dunhuang Cave Murals  -  Scott #2283 8f Flying Devatas,  Scott #2284 10f Worshipping Bodhisatva, 
Scott #2285 30f Savior Avolokitesvara,  Scott #2286 50f Indra        No Souvenir Sheet was issued for this set. 
 
 
Dunhuang Caves were commemorated every two years on postage stamps of the Peoples Republic of China from 1987 
until 1996. 

(cont’d pg 9) 
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Sept 15, 1992   Dunhuang Cave Murals  -  Scott #2407  20f Bodhisativa,  Scott #2408  25f Musical performance 
Scott #2409  55f Flight of a Dragon,  Scott #2410  80f Envoy to the Western Regions,  s/s 2411, $5 Avalokitesvara Bodhisativa 
 

    
July 16, 1994 Dunhuang Cave Murals. Tang Dynasty Frescoes in Mogao Caves,  Scott #2505  10f Flying Devata,    
Scott #2506  20f Vimalakirti,  Scott #2507  50f Z. Yichao on the march,  Scott #2508  $1.60 Sorceresses 
 

   
 

  
Aug 15, 1996, Dunhuang Cave Murals, 6th series 
Scott #2704 10f, Illustration of Mount Wutai 
Scott #2705  20f King of Khotan 
Scott #2706  50f Savior Avalokitesvara 
Scott #2707  100f Worshipping Bodhisatvas 
Scott #2708  s/s $5 Thousand Arm Avalokitesvara  
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Dunhuang, Cave of a Thousand Buddhas 
by Caroline Scannell    (Cont’d. from pg 9) 
Dunhuang was first mentioned in Chinese texts during the Han dynasty (206 BC- AD 220).  Today the caves have been 
preserved as a research site and tourist attraction.  Dunhuang is a standard stop for both domestic and international 
tourists tracing the ancient Silk Road.  In 1987 a Sino-Japanese joint production of a commercial feature film entitled 
The Silk Road resulted in the construction of a complete replica of a Song dynasty (960-1279) town just outside of 
Dunhuang.  The movie set has become a tourist attraction.  Tourists are also attracted to Dunhuang’s spectacular sand 
dunes.  
 

New Digs 

 
Armenia, 2800th Anniversary of Yerevan, Designer: Vahe 
Muradyan, issued Nov 29, 2018. 

On November 29th, 2018, a souvenir sheet with four 
stamps dedicated to the theme “Armenian history 2800th 
anniversary of the foundation of Yerevan” was put into 
circulation.  The total value of the souvenir sheet with four 
stamps is 1450 AMD. The images on the stamps are 
presented in chronological order. The postage stamps of the 
souvenir sheet depict the excavated plan of Erebuni city, a 
fragment of Amiryan street photographed in 1920s, the 
building of Yerevan Railway Station and the National 
Academic Theatre of Opera and Ballet after A. Spendiaryan.  
The background of the souvenir sheet depicts a fragment of 
a night view of the present Yerevan city.      (From Haypost) 

 
 

Yerevan is the capital and largest city of Armenia as well as one of the world's oldest continuously inhabited cities. Yerevan is the 
administrative, cultural, and industrial center of the country. It has been the capital since 1918, the fourteenth in the history of 
Armenia and the seventh located in or around the Ararat plain. The "birth certificate" of Yerevan at the Erebuni Fortress—a 
cuneiform inscription left by King Argishti I of Urartu on a basalt stone slab about the foundation of the city in 782BC.  The 
territory of Yerevan has been inhabited since approximately the 2nd half of the 4th millennium BC. The southern part of the city 
currently known as Shengavit has been populated since at least 3200BC, during the period of Kura–Araxes culture of the early 
Bronze Age. The first excavations at the Shengavit historical site was conducted between 1936 and 1938 under the guidance of 
archaeologist Yevgeny Bayburdyan. After two decades, archaeologist Sandro Sardarian resumed the excavations starting from 1958 until 
1983.  The 3rd phase of the excavations started in 2000, under the guidance of archaeologist Hakob Simonyan.  In 2009, Simonyan 
was joined by professor Mitchell S. Rothman from the Widener University of Pennsylvania, together they conducted three series of 
excavations in 2009, 2010, and 2012 respectively. A full stratigraphic column to bedrock was reached, showing 8 or 9 
distinct stratigraphic levels. These levels cover a time between 3200BC and 2500BC. Evidences of later use of the site, 
possibly until 2200BC, were also found. The excavation process revealed a series of large round buildings with square 
adjoining rooms and minor round buildings.  
 

 
Armenia, 13th definitive issue. Kingdom of Ararat, Designer: Vahagn 
Mkrtchyan, issued Feb 6, 2019 

All materials are provided by "Erebuni" Historical and 
Archaeological Museum-Reserve 
 

On February 6th, 4 postage stamps dedicated to 
the theme “13th definitive issue. Kingdom of 
Ararat” were put into circulation. The postage 
stamps depict the seals of the Kingdom of Ararat 
dated 8th century BC. 

 

#   The postage stamp with the value of 70 AMD depicts the chalcedony seal the height of which is 3 cm. The seal is 
found in Noratus village (Gegharkunik region). The seal is a light-brown and weight-shaped. The cylindrical side is 
engraved with an image of a sacred tree of life and a winged creature with raised arms at one side. On the bottom area 
of the seal is an impression of winged solar disk. 
 

# The postage stamp with the value of 120 AMD depicts the jet seal the height of which is 3 cm. The seal is found on 
the territory of Erebuni fortress (Yerevan). The seal is cuboid. Its four side faces and bottom are engraved. One the pair 
of larger rectangles are images of a sacred tree of life and a winged solar disk, wherease on the pair of smaller rectangles 
are a fish and a sacred tree of life. At the bottom a mythical beast with furred neck and raised tail is engraved. 
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